
Overview of KS3: Science Department 
 

Big aims of 

KS3 

 
The main aim is to prepare all students with the knowledge, skills, and attributes for KS4. The curriculum 
supports long term retention of key scientific ideas and how they are connected, on which future learning will be 
based. The scientific content seeks to develop a broad scientific knowledge base, and opportunities to study 
some concepts in greater depth. The curriculum is structured to enable teachers to make these concepts clear 
and explicit to students. The curriculum promotes skills in using models, conducting investigations, collecting, 
analysis and interpreting data and constructing explanations.  A logical and inquisitive way of thinking is 
promoted as student carry out investigations; apply their knowledge into a variety of contexts, explain idea, 
interpret texts, make predictions, and construct arguments based upon evidence. A positive “can do” culture is 
promoted through engaging teaching and learning, celebrating student success in the key scientific concepts 
through constructively aligned assessment.  
 

Characteristics 

of a 

compelling 

learning 

experience 

To ensure constructive alignment every SOW has:  

 Learning Intention sheet for student books 

 Key ideas/ Misconceptions clearly identified for teachers 

 Pre- quizzes aligned to learning intentions 

 Been double checked against the syllabus 
 
To ensure quality two way feedback every SOW has:  

 A prequiz using an assessment grid 

 Marking tokens for each key ideas. 

 Tasks that have inbuilt self-reflection and assessments 

 Useful demonstrate tasks for quick teacher feedback. (e.g. Hinge questions) 

 End of topic tests and/or is part of a summative test 

 Tasks to develop exam technique 
 
To ensure development of student skills and knowledge: 

 Regular opportunities to write in an extended way-with feedback 

 Read complex academic texts 



 Tasks to practice scientific skills- with feedback 

 Tasks and marking tokens that focus on Required Practicals and associated language and skills. 

 Strategic home works 
 
To ensure long term retention: 

 Multiple exposure planned and made clear to teachers 

 SOWS are interleaved and spaced - 5 years. 

 Tasks to activate prior knowledge 

 Use of low stakes testing e.g. last year, last topic, last week, last lesson 

 Planned spaces between teaching and marking tokens. 

 Knowledge organiser for each topic 

 Strategic home works 
 
To ensure clarity of teaching: 

 Slides that structure and augment explanations- not necessarily to scaffold a lesson. 

 Clear useful diagrams, analogies, images 

 To ensure engagement 

 Task that set context and provide interesting hooks 

 Tasks develop student agency 
 

Key Themes Themes we are teaching: 

 Forces 

 Electromagnetism 

 Energy 

 Waves 

 Matter 

 Reactions 

 Earth 

 Organism 

 Ecosystem 
 Genetics 



Key 

Knowledge 

The 5 year curriculum can be found here: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15z-tkCHjlizr0Q_Wa1Duz9SzDRCnKZo-4JmdsXMNGMo/edit#gid=0 

Guidance on how to access it, can be found here: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XUht2goOA_4IbQKSdVghquG96-u5M1ajz_RC9zc6oKI  

Key Skills Please find an overview of skills linked to planned investigations: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WVxljtPL_krNGtf-

GE6GXsYanIaG17TNqMW2j3P68cY/edit#gid=1220587999  
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